Dairy Comp Makes
Easy Work of Repro Lists
One goal of dairymen is to get cows and heifers
pregnant as quickly as possible after the voluntary
wait period. Therefore, a lot of time and effort is spent
managing the reproduction program in the dairy herd.
It is important for a dairyman to measure the success
of the herd’s reproductive performance.
Dairy Comp can generate pregnancy rate and
insemination rate to indicate success or failure of the
reproduction program. However, it is equally important
to have an organized system in place to know which
animals need to be inseminated and when. Dairy
Comp can organize herd information so that lists can
be instantly generated to help organize day-to-day
reproduction related tasks.
A ‘Cow’s Eligible for Insemination’ list is available
which highlights which animals are past the herd’s
voluntary wait period and are open. This list quickly
indicates which animals need to be watched for a heat,
need to be enrolled on a synchronization program, or
have been checked open and need to be re-bred.
A similar list can be generated for heifers as well.
Paying attention to these lists will help ensure animals
do get inseminated in a timely manner. The voluntary
wait period for cows and heifers can be altered to
produce a more customized list for any herd.
A ‘Heat Report’ is a list that is available that shows
animals that are around 21 or 42 days past their last
recorded heat or insemination. This report can help
a dairyman focus attention on cows that need to be
watched more closely.
For herds that use synchronization protocols in their
reproduction program, the toughest task is ensuring
cows receive the correct injection on the correct day.
The success of these protocols depends on timely
and accurate injections. Dairy Comp can make lists
showing cows needing an injection, the type of
injection, and the day the injection is to be given.
These injection lists can be generated quickly by
clicking a menu option.
Dairy Comp provides tools that a herd manager can
use to ensure animals are inseminated in a timely
manner. By using this type of organized approach,
you will greatly increase your chances of having
a successful reproduction program and ultimately
improve the bottom line.

Please consider meter
height when building
or renovating
your parlour

EASY

The DHI Herd Event Log
Book is a convenient
way to record and
maintain accurate
herd events.

RECORD
KEEPING
One of the more frequent tasks DHI Office Staff must
undertake is correcting entry dates that producers record
for events such as calving, sold, etc.

Individual cow milk sample collection can be
a challenge when meter and sampler height
is low. With unusually low meters, sample
collection over several hours of milking can
result in health and safety issues for family
members, farm employees or DHI staff.
In many cases, meters can be mounted at a
higher level at the time of installation, therefore
avoiding costly retrofitting at a later date.
Please consider the location and height of your
meters and discuss this with your equipment
supplier to ensure it is included in the design of
your parlour.
Even if you do not expect to install sampling
devices initially, your design should consider
their future installation. This will help ensure
safe and cost effective sample collection at
your farm.

Season’s Greetings!
CanWest DHI wishes you and your
family a happy holiday season, and a
prosperous and happy new year!

While time-consuming for staff, entering incorrect dates
can also be a costly source of frustration for dairy
producers if they are registering calves late, having to
make registration changes, or managing cows based on
incorrect information.

One word ‘convenience’ sums up what most
producers like about the new milk pregnancy test
from DHI. On most farms, where time is short and
the list of things to do never seems to get any
shorter, being able to get things done without extra
work or hassle is really important.

ALL YOUR HERD EVENTS IN ONE HANDY SPOT
Conveniently sized, the Log Book is a handy way to easily
record and maintain herd events such as:
• Calving & Functional Traits
• Dry Cows & Dry Treatments
• Calves & Heifers
• Health & Treatment
• Purchased & New Animals
• Sold Cows
• Breeding
• Vet Checks
• Vaccinations
• Hoof Trimming, Bolus, Vitamins, etc.

ORDERING YOUR LOG BOOK
DHI customers in
Western Canada & Ontario
Request a Log Book free of charge from
your DHI Field Staff.

A BIG TIME SAVER

Having all your herd data readily accessible in one spot
goes a long ways in saving time for you, your DHI Field
Staff, your A.I. Representative, and your Herd
Health Specialist.

PERFECT FOR CQM REQUIREMENTS

The DHI Log Book meets the requirements and standards
set by the Canadian Dairy Breeds, Canadian Quality Milk
Program (CQM) and the National Livestock Identification
Program (NLID). As such, it is an ideal way to keep record
of all mandatory Health Treatments required by CQM.
For more information on the DHI Herd Event Log Book,
or to see a sample, please talk to your DHI Staff.

Milk Pregnancy Test Proves
Popular with Producers
As a recheck or pre-dry off, many producers find
the milk test an excellent fit to complement early
pregnancy diagnosis.

In an effort to streamline and consolidate herd events,
each year DHI Field Staff distribute the the DHI Herd
Event Log Book to producers as a Herd Management Tool.

1 800 549 4373
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Non-DHI customers in
Ontario & Manitoba
Call DHI at 1 800 549 4373, and a Log Book will be
mailed to you free of charge compliments of Dairy
Farmers of Ontario and Dairy Farmers of Manitoba.

Non-DHI customers in Saskatchewan,
Alberta & British Columbia
Call DHI at 1 800 549 4373 to purchase a Log Book
for $20.00 (includes shipping and handling).

canwestdhi.com

The test has proven to be very popular since
its introduction in January 2013. “Hundreds of
producers have used the service and sample
volumes have been strong”, states Richard Cantin,
Manager of Customer Service for DHI.

“The milk pregnancy test is
handy and cost-effective.”
Tom McDonald, Kerrydale Farms

Tom McDonald of Kerrydale Farms, milks 55 cows
in Williamstown Ontario, and likes the convenience.
“The DHI milk pregnancy test is effortless. I do DHI
12 times per year and it uses the same test day
sample, which is very handy. I pregnancy check my
cows with the veterinarian at 28 days or more post
breeding and then watch for future heat signs. I then
stagger my DHI milk tests in between my monthly
herd health visits and use the milk pregnancy test on
all cows at 95 plus days carried calf. I get my results
by email usually the same day that the samples are
processed and if a cow is found open, I present her
back to the veterinarian on the next vet check with a
re-synch shot 7 days before. This way I am able to
catch open cows and get them back in calf sooner.
The milk pregnancy test is handy and cost-effective.”

“It’s cost-effective and we
really like the convenience.”
Ben Vanderkooi, Abbyview Farms

Ben Vanderkooi also agrees. He owns Abbyview
Farms in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan where he milks
400 cows. They have used the milk test as a recheck
as soon as it became available. He comments, “We
started using the milk test as our routine recheck at
60 days bred. It’s cost effective and we really like the
convenience. Now we have fewer cows to sort and
handle every week when we do our early checks.”

“The milk test as a recheck is now
part of our routine repro
management protocol.”
Martien Huyzer, Huntcliff Dairy

Martien Huyzer of Huntcliff Dairy milks 110 cows
in Olds, Alberta. He also uses the milk test as a
recheck. “We do our vet check at 30-32 days post
breeding and then target to recheck cows using the
milk test at 120 days carried calf. Rechecking for us
is very important to help detect any lost pregnancies
and we feel it has and will continue to save us
money. We like the fact that we can do the rechecks
as part of the regular DHI test, which makes it easy,
no cows to handle. We get results back quite quickly
and enter them into Dairy Comp which allows us to
keep track of everything. The milk test is now part of
our routine repro management protocol.”
CONTINUED

“Samples are already being collected
so it doesn’t get simpler than that.”

“If you consider dry treatment and dry
feed costs, the dollar value spent on
checking one last time is well worth it.”

Philip Amstrong, Armstrong Manor

Ralph Coneybeare, Conlee Farms

Another herd that uses the milk test to complement
the early vet checks is Armstrong Manor of Caledon,
Ontario. Philip with brother Peter and son Richard
manage the 260 cow herd. They have used the milk
test regularly as a recheck. He comments “Our vet is
on farm weekly for fresh and early preg checks and
we hadn’t been doing rechecks routinely as it meant
sorting more cows and we weren’t sure of the value.
Now we use the milk test as a routine confirmation
at 70 days bred and we have found a few Open
cows that we might not otherwise. We really like the
convenience. Samples are already being collected,
so it doesn’t get simpler than that.”

Other producers have experienced similar benefits.
Ralph Coneybeare of Conlee Farms in Listowel,
Ontario, milks 110 cows in a robotic system. They too
have used the milk test regularly, but as a dry off check.
“I use the milk test as one last check before drying off.
We’re in a robotic milking system and we don’t want
to lock up any more cows, or for any longer than we
have to, so I wasn’t dry off checking before. Now the
milk test makes it easy and I view it as an insurance
that the cows I’m assuming are pregnant, still are. If you
consider dry treatment and dry feed costs, the dollar
value spent on checking one last time for the few cows
we will find OPEN, is well worth it,” says Ralph.

RECHECK CONTINUED

Dry Off Checks
Growing in Popularity
Many herds are also using the milk test
as a dry off check. Once confirmed
safe in calf, managers often don’t pay
much attention to that group of late
gestation cows. Most often all is well, but
sometimes open cows are found in the
dry area. Barb Maitland and her family
milk 135 cows in Jasper, Ontario. They have used the
milk test as a dry off check.

“With the milk test, we do not have
to handle cows and we no longer
have OPEN cows at dry off.”
Barb Maitland, Maitland Meadow

“What I like about the DHI milk pregnancy test is
that it is easy and convenient. We are pregnancy
checking with our veterinarian at 30 days post
breeding and again at 40-50 days. Even with
the two checks, we were still having some late
pregnancy abortions resulting in OPEN dry cows.
Our veterinarian suggested that we start pregnancy
checking pre-dry off. We are testing all cows
approximately one month before dry off and
sometimes cows in between vet checks that
show high activity, which we present back to our
veterinarian.
With the DHI milk pregnancy test, we do not have
to handle these cows and we no longer have OPEN
cows at dry off. ”

“The test is convenient, cost-effective
and fits in well with our herd
health program.”
Chris Schouten, Cornerview Farms

Chris Schouten of Cornerview Farms milks 550 cows
in Richmond, Ontario and also uses the milk test as a
late check. He explains, “The milk pregnancy test works
very well for us. With a herd our size, we do weekly vet
checks. By doing the reconfirmation checks with the
DHI milk sample, it is less cows to sort at the rail which
reduces the stress level on the cows. We currently check
all cows 165 plus days carried calf and we occasionally
find a cow that went OPEN for some reason. This allows
us a chance to put her back in calf or continue milking
her, depending on her production value. Before, we used
to find the odd OPEN cow in the dry pen which was not
good. The test is convenient, cost-effective and fits in
well with our herd health program.”
To date, DHI has milk pregnancy tested over 20,000
samples from various stage of gestation. As you would
expect, the majority of cows are confirmed pregnant,
but OPEN results have been found across all stages of
gestation, of course at a higher rate earlier, but certainly
right through to just before dry off.
Cantin concludes, “We’re very pleased by the positive
feedback we’re getting from our customers. Like
anything new, it often takes a bit of time to figure out the
best use and fit. As a recheck and a dry off check, the
milk test is proving to be a great tool.’
For more information, talk to your local DHI
Customer Service Representative, or contact
DHI at 1 800 549 4373.

Why bother with a recheck?
Embryonic mortality can vary from herd to herd, but
studies have shown that a rate of 10 to 20% after the
first early pregnancy check (around 30 days) is not
unusual. Gone undetected, these pregnancy losses
are very costly as it delays rebreeding and eventual
successful pregnancies, or even worse, leads to the
involuntary culling of cows.
Most herds will have routine herd health visits
with their veterinarian that will include early preg
diagnosis, but some herds do not follow through with
routine confirmation rechecks. Most reproductive
advisors agree that rechecks should be routine for
all herds. Since the majority of loses occur in early
gestation, many recommend that rechecks be done
at 60-90 days.

Easy enroll options
for automatic rechecks
Producers have many options when it comes to
which cows to milk preg test. They can select
specific cows on test day, or have cows selected
automatically based on days bred.
For example, if a producer would like all cows
automatically rechecked at so many days bred (60,
70, 80, etc.), they simply have to indicate the recheck
days bred to their DHI staff and the computer will then
automatically flag those cows that qualify on each test
day, to be milk preg tested.
Likewise, as a dry off check, DHI staff can calculate
based on each herd’s testing frequency, the days
since last bred to use to ensure that all pregnant
cows get a final recheck on their last DHI test before
they are due to be dried off.
Of course, complete breeding and pregnancy
confirmation information must be provided to your
DHI staff in order for the automatic enroll options
to function properly. The enrollment only needs
to be done once, and then cows will be selected
automatically on each test day. The list of cows’
auto generated can then be reviewed quickly by the
customer to ensure accuracy and to add or remove
cows as needed. It’s that easy!

NEW! LOWER PRICE
FOR ROUTINE DRY
OFF CHECKS
DHI is offering the milk pregnancy test at
a reduced rate for herds that sign up on
automatic routine dry off checks. Producers
simply have to enroll with their DHI staff and
decide at what days carried calf cows should
be tested. The herd must enroll all cows to
be tested prior to dry off and cows must be
at least 160 days bred/carried calf to qualify
for the lower price. Ask your DHI staff for
pricing details and enroll information.

Milk Pregnancy
Test Receives
Innovation Award
The milk pregnancy test was recognized at the Innovation
Awards during the recent World Dairy Expo. It was voted as
one of the 10 most innovative products of 2013 in the judged
contest. In addition, the milk pregnancy test was the winner
of the People’s Choice Award. Below is an excerpt of the
press release.
MADISON, Wisconsin – Ten exciting products received
recognition this week in the Dairy Herd Management Innovative
Awards competition.

Looking Back, Looking Forward
As we prepare to turn the page on the year and enter
the holiday season, it is often a time to reflect on our
business, on the year that was and the year ahead.
At CanWest DHI, we can look
back and say that we have had
a good year. This has not always
been the case, but today our DHI
organization is strong and on
solid financial footings.
The percentage of herds on DHI continues to climb
in all provinces and now sits at 74.8% overall. Several
years ago, we set a goal of having 75% of herds in
the CanWest region enrolled on DHI services. We are
almost there.
This past year, we added about 100 farms to the list
of herds that use Dairy Comp 305 as their day to day
management software on the farm. The percentage
of DHI cows managed by Dairy Comp is at 43.5% and
continues its march towards our goal of 50%.
Also this year we have successfully launched the milk
pregnancy test which has been very well received
and is now poised for growth as producers figure out
the best fit for this innovative new product.
The year 2013 is almost behind us and now we must
consider 2014 and beyond. I can tell you that short
and long-term planning is an integral part of what we
do and a major area of focus for the Board
of Directors.

In separate voting, readers were asked to pick their favorite in a
People’s Choice competition.

I also encourage you to do some planning and
outline goals for the future of your operation. Without
clear and measureable goals, it is difficult to achieve
growth and improvements. As the saying goes – “If
you don’t know where you’re going, any road will
take you there.”

“Innovation drives productivity in agriculture and every other
business,” says Tom Quaife, editor and associate publisher
of Dairy Herd Management. “Innovation in agriculture is more
important than ever with the growing world population. In fact,
food production will need to increase by 70 percent by the year
2050 in order to keep up.”

As our name implies ‘Dairy Herd Improvement’ is
what we’re about. We are a service organization and
here to help you achieve your goals. Please use our
services to their fullest potential and let us know how
we can improve, so in turn you can improve.

This is the third year that Dairy Herd Management has
sponsored the Innovation Awards.

Wishing you and your family a very Merry Christmas
and a healthy prosperous New Year.

The 10 winners were chosen from among 47 entries.
An independent panel of dairy farmers, agribusiness
representatives and university experts evaluated the products
for originality, usefulness and value to dairy producers.

The People’s Choice winner is the IDEXX Milk Pregnancy Test.
This inaugural award garnered well over 3,000 votes.
Winners were announced Tuesday, October 1, 2013 at the
Dairy Herd Management reception at the World Dairy Expo in
Madison, Wisconsin.

Ed Friesen
Chairman, CanWest DHI
Ed Friesen is a dairy producer from Kleefeld, Manitoba.

2014 HERD
MANAGEMENT
CONFERENCE
Presented by CanWest DHI
SPONSORED BY

Practical Aspects of Group
Feeding Dairy Calves
Calf Housing & Ventilation
Efficient Animal Handling for
Safety & Cattle Performance
The Protocols & Practices
of a Well-Managed Herd
G U E ST S P E A K E R

Don Höglund
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine

JANUARY 14
Legion Hall, Chesterville, ON

JANUARY 15
Memorial Hall, Tavistock, ON

JANUARY 16
PMD Complex, Drayton, ON

PRE-REGISTER BY
JANUARY 7, 2014
AND SAVE!

COST: $35 PER PERSON
EARLY BIRD: $25 PER PERSON
Price includes HST, conference and lunch.

REGISTER AT 1 800 549 4373

